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~~~~~~ En1istees who are job—seekers are primarily attracted by pay and
are unlikely to reenlist. The occupation-oriented are attracted by
train ing opportunities, are less influenced by pay or deterred by long
enlistments. The career—minded are concerned with training, but also
with prosotion. The reward—structure of the Navy should recognize
differences in motivat ion and therefore in the effectiveness of
alternative incentivee.
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Enlistees who are job—seekers are primarily attracted by pay and
are unlikely to reenlist. The occupation—oriented are attracted by
training opportunities, are less influenced by pay or ueterred by long
enlistments. The career-winded are concerned with training, but also
with promot ion. The reward—structure of the Navy should recognize dif-
ferences in motivation and therefore in the effectiveness of alternative
incentives.
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*JOBS, OCCUPATIONS , CAREERS

by

Charles T. Stewart, Jr.

0. Introduction

This report examines the civilian labor market behavior of young
males in the same age—group as first—term enlistees. The objective is

a better understanding of the low reenlistment rate in the Navy, in
order to indicate what kinds of policies may prove effective in raising

enlistment and reenlistment rates. As a result of studying the litera-

ture and data on labor market behavior of young males, a classification
of enlistees into job—takers, occupation—seekers, and career—choosers is

presented. These different motives differentiate enlistees in terms of

effective enlistment and reenlistment incentives. Finployment in the Navy

is constrained by a four—year enlistment period, whereas jobs in the

civilian economy are not. As a result, labor mobility behavior in the

Navy and among the same age—group in the civilian labor market is very
different . This difference may be the major deterrent to enlistment and
an important explanation of low reenlistment rates.

A Navy job is chosen at age 18—20, is typically a 4—year comait—
ment; failure tc stay the term is presumably not a matter of choice, but

*This report was prepared under the Navy Manpower R&D Program of

the Office of Naval Research under Contract Number N000l4—75—C—0610,

Project NE 347—024.)
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Is , in fact , failure. On the contrary, civilian lob change in predomi—

nsntly voluntary , at times of the employee ’s own choosing .

Since individuals of the same age as enlisteen typical ly have some

job turnover , change in occupation, withdrawal from the labor force, and

unemployment dur ing the 3—4 years corresponding to the first enlistment,

i t  is reasonable to expect that enlistees have similar propensities for

learning, experimentation, turnover. However, their opportunities for

turnover before expiration of their enlistment term are much more liin— 
—

ited than in the civilian labor market. It is conceivable that the low : -

rate of reenlistment represents the cumulative frustrated turnover over 
- -

a 3—4 year period. If this hypothesis is even approximately correct,

then it is not reasonable to expect any large rise in reenlistment rates

as a result of modest manipulation of Navy policy varIables.

1. Civilian Labor Market Behavior of Young Males

• The reason to study the labor market behavior of young males is

tha t they have a much wider range of choices in the civilian labor mar-

ket than they would have after committing themselves to a four—yea r
enlistment In the Navy. The basic assumption is that young males who
volunteer in the Navy are pretty much like those who do not so far as
labor market behavior propensity is concerned. The further assumption ,

that civilian labor market behavior of young males is an unconstrained

expression of their preferences, must be qualified . Some unemployment

is involuntary; some nonparticipation in the labor force is disguised

unemployment; so is some part—time employment. j
Although recent data are usually preferable to earlier data, such

is not the case when recent experience is characterized by abnormally

high unemployment, and when the behavior of young males therefore is

more constrained, less an expression of their preferences unqualified

by circumstances, than it would be in the early 1970’s when more normal
economic conditions prevailed. -

The civilian labor market behavior of young males not enrolled in

school is quite different from that of older adults. Since this difference

— 2 —
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-I
is in large part voluntary, it sheds light on the preferences of the age— - -1
group Including nearly all first term enlistees, which should be con-

sidered in devising enlistment and reenlistment policies for the Navy.

A significant proportion of young males not in school are also

not in the labor force: 13 percent of the 18—19 year olds In 19701 (and
a larger , although unknown percentage, In the course of the year). Those

in the labor force experience a very high unemployment rate : 28 percent

of 18 and 19 year olds experienced some unemployment in 1970. Of those

who were eisploye.i, one—third were working only part time.

For information on job tenure and its correlates, It is necessary

to refer to Career Threshholds, a survey of some 16,000 males age 14—24

first conducted in late 1966 and repeated twice at one—year intervals,

in 1967 and 1968.2 Most of those employed in late 1966 who were not en-

rolled in school had held their jobs less than one year, as indicated
3below :

Whites Non—Whites Whites Non—Wh ites
Age 18—19 Age 18—19 Age 20—21 Age 20—2 1

63Z 62% 49% 60%

Many of them had not been in the labor marke t for long, and this
may have been their first job while not enrolled in school . Neverthe-
less, job changes were frequent. Fifty—three percent of workers under

21, and thirty—two percent of workers age 21-25, changed jobs between
the 1966 and 1967 surveys. (These figures are for whites; for blacks

they are 66 and 38 percent , respectively.) Fifty— seven percent of the
job changers under 21, and 44 percent of changers 2 1—25 , had held their
previous job less than one year. (The corresponding figures for blacks

were 66 and 38 percent.)4

The key finding is that most of these job changes are voluntary.

Most job changers are voluntary job leavers, as tabulated below for the

first job after l eaving school.5

3
— 3- .
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White Collar Blue Collar White Collar Blue Collar
Whites Whites Blacks Blacks

87% 73% 
— 

72% 71%

Although there are differences in proportion of voluntary job—leavere by

race , by educational attainment , and between white and blue collar
workers , they are neither large nor systematic. Nonparticipation in the
labor force between the 1966 and 1967 surveys for 21—25 year old s not en—
rolled In school also proved largely voluntary. The main rea son given by
whites was vacation. For blacks, however, the main reason was illness or
disability. 6

Occupational mobility among young workers is also very high.

Eighty—one percent of employed 20—24 year olds not enrolled in school

surveyed in late 1966 were working in an occupation different from that

they held a year earlier. (For blacks, It was eighty—seven percent.)

Sixty—one percent of the whites and sixty—eight percent of the blacks

were working in a different one—digit occupational code job.7

This labor market experience of young males not in school is
characterized then by an uncertain attachment to the labor force, igno-
rance of own preferences, prospects , and labor market opportunities, and
a process of job and occupational experimentation, trial and error,

learning. These characteristics of instability and high turnover apply

irrespective of race, occupation, or educational attainment. Differences

by these criteria exist, but are insignificant. With age, all these
characteristics diminish.

Except for age, just one characteristic appears important in ex-

plaining the labor force behavior of young males: presence or absence
of dependents. Standardizing for age and education, there is a sharp

difference between married and single out of school males in labor force

participation, unemployment , part—time employment (see Table 1) and par—
ticularly in turnover. The married white male hold s his first job after

leaving full—time schooling (for more than 16 months) , 30 months longer
than his single counterpart. The married non—white male holds his first

8job a full three years longer than his single counterpart. Whether

* 
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marriage is the cause, creating a need for income, or whether those will—

tng to marry at this age are different in propensity to work and retain
- - a job longer than those who remain single, the data cannot tell us.

— 2. Naval vs. Civilian Fiuployment

4 The following attributes of military employment differentiate it

from civilian employment:

1. Contractual conmtitment is typically for 4 years vs. 30 days’
- 

- notice in most civilian employment for the age—group enlisting or making

the first reenlidtment decision.

2. Geographical mobility is not entirely, if at all, at the dis—

cretion of the enlistees; in civilian life, 1L .atlon of employment is

typically given, almost never subject to compulsory change, since em—

ployeea can quit , and turnover is costly to the employer.

- 
-
. 

3. Job mobility is not entirely, if at all, at the discretion of
the enlistee; in civilian life, job change is optional since continued

employment is optional, and since turnover is costly to the employer.

4. Occupational change, like job change, is not mainly at the

discretion of the enlistee.

Possibly the differences listed under Nos. 2—4 can be comprehended

implicitly undar No. 1, for if the enlistee could leave at a time of his

choosing, there would be little involuntary change in location, job, or

occupation. The core difference is a loss of free choice. This is one
• of the d!mension8 of oc upational status stressed by Temme9 in a some-

what different context. Teimne speaks of work self—determination or auto—

nomy, whereas the military enlistee is to be distinguished from his

civilian counterpart in terms of lack of job and occupational self—

determination, iather than work self—determination.

5. The enlistee is on call 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. This

is true of some civilian occupatt~ns: health and protective services,

but certainly not typical. This loss of freedom is in large part

— 6 —
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potent  las , not ac t ua l , since few enl i stee s  are  called f requen t ly  in off—
duty hours and days.  f t  may be regarded as a lack of autonomy or se l f—
determination in leisure , rather than In work.

• These crawbacks of military employment are countered In part by

some advantages~

6. Military compensation includes insurance against invoi J~ t a r v  - •

unemployment , and against medical expenses, rarel y met In civil ian li fe .

There is a gain in security to compensate for a loss in autonomy. h ow—

ever, the age—group of first—term enlisrees o’-s not rank security hI~ %~
an~ ng its values.

7. There are deferred compensa t ions and rights , especially r —

tirement pay and post—service education and training benefits , inst antl y

vested , vastly superior to ~heir civilian counterparts. Whereas retire—

ment pay requires a minimum ~f 20 years of service, educational and

training benefits are maximally available with a single term of enlist-

ment. These deferred benefits are also a contribution to security.

3. Jobs, Occupations, Careers

• The diff~eulty of designing an enlistment decision model derives

from the fact that enlistees differ in their objectives, some searching
for a career irs the service, others taking a job, yet others making a

training decision which is related to occupational choice, but not neces—

sarily to a service career.

A job is a task—set, in a given occupation, for a given employer. 
4

An occupation is a job—set, which may or may not incorporate a

vertical hierarchy. It is possible, indeed usual, to change jobs and

employers without changing occupation.

• A career is a less clear—cut concept. Alternative definit ions

-t include:

4 1. A lifetime work history, which consists of a series of lobs ,
- - without regard to occupational situs or employer. 4.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ---~------•—- --~~
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2. A set of related , suhst1tut ;tb~o occupalion s, t y plr n hl y w i t h ,

some hierarchical relation . Implic it in this (tefinit ion Is (-orrelatiosi

between individual work histories and career occupa t ion—set for Indivi—

duals entering one of the related careers early in their working J ives.

3. The lengthy work history of an individual for a single em-

ployer , irrespective of the jobs and occupations he may have held . This

is a less con non definition , which however is most appropriate for mil i-

tary service.

Civilian careers (No. 1) involve limited change of occupations

after age of 25 or so, but continued change of jobs and employers, al-

though at a decl5ning rate. Thus career and occupation tend to conver~’.

for most workers.

Naval careers (No. 3), by contrast , involve no change of employe r,

but frequent change of jobs, some change of occupations. The typical

long—term enlistee will have undergone more than one type of training,

worked at more than one not closely related occupation. Some of the

skills acquired therefore are specific to the employer (the Navy) rather

than to the job or occupation the individual may be engaged in at a

particular time.

A Navy career is analogous to a long stay with a single employer,

since it may entail job reassignment , and occupational changes. Career

may be characterized either in terms of investment or in terms of lack

of skill substitutability: a civilian career is compatible with numer—

• ous changes of employer, but with only limited occupational change. The

• reverse is true of a Navy career. No investment is required for a ca-

reer in the Navy, but possibly a large one in civilian life. A Navy

career (multiple enlistments) may be characterized by lack of skill sub—

stitutability; this is rare: there are civilian equivalents; also there

are occupational changes in an individual’s Navy life. Another defini-

tion is simply in terms of opportunity costs: larger rewards in the

Navy than in civilian life for doing the same sort of thing. Further

related considerations distinguishing the Navy from civilian careers

are its shorter duration —— typically 20 years —— and the termina l valise 

~~fll.[1
•.•__
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oF a Navy s-a rt~r r r t t  I remt n r NI V , 
~~‘“~ 

t — s i .  rv  Ire hens 1 It s of var I ‘iii’f kinds .

For many enllstces the derision to enli st is none of these —— not
a career choice certainly, not an o cupational decision , not even a job

choice. It is simply a decision to invest in training, for which the

trainee pays neither in tuition nor in foregone income while he trains.

He pays in kind: a four—year enlistment term, most of which will he

spent on activities other than the training for which he enlists; s~mo

time will be spent, however, En training—related jobs. The cost to the

enlistee Is that of other opt ions foregone during the enlistment term

(a highly subjective expectation), and the discipline of military life ,

• again something not readily quantifiable. The civilian al ternative Is

not the occupation in which the enlistee becomes engaged in the Navy ,

but a combination of civilian training costs and prospects for ensuing

employment income. For enlistees with less than a high school educa-

tion, access to training in civilian life may not be assured by any

means. Therefore part of the value of enlistment is the training option

itself. (Or conversely, the opportunity cost of civilian alternatives

must be deflated by the probability of access to them.)

On the other hand , the enlistment decision may be an occupationa l

as well as a job choice. For those whose necessary if not sufficient

• reason for enlisting is training in skills with some civilian counter-

part, it is an occupational choice, with career paths (whether in the

military or in civilian life) either open, or already constrained to the

civilian alternatives. -

If enlistment is a career or occupational choice , in i t ia l  pay is

of limited importance. If it is a job choice, initial pay is quite im-

portant (except during periods of high unemployment in the relevant age

group). If it is a career or occupat ional choice , it is opportunities

• for advancement in pay and skill and work content that matter. It follows

tha t it m ay take more pay to at t ract  tho se who are job—oriented , and there

is less prospect of their reenlisting. On the other hand , pay increases
and promotion are important for reenlistment of those who are occupation

and career—oriented. The hypothesis is that reenlistment rates either

— 9 —
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~ire not sensitive to starting p ay , sr ;s r s  i nver s t- I y ri - l al ed , in ; i sj n u r h i

I~ ~ghier starting pay attracts a hshs ~hser prisport j o i ~ of I hso~a- wise an

ratise r I ban s , es - u~ , a t  ion  or s- - s r s - v r — u r  J e n t s - s I.

4 . En u s  t o  Not I vat Ion and [neon t 1 vet ; f o r  EnI I s  (men I ; i I l ( 1  Rev:i 1 I s t u n - f l  I

It Is not possible to distinguish on a mass basis between the

career—oriented , the occupation seekers, and the -job choosers. Nor is

it necessary . It is enough to know tha t there are major differences in

motivation among enlistees in order to realize that particular policies

have quite different effects. Therefore any one policy inadvertentl y

selects In, and selects out, a cartain typ? of enlistee. A policy mix

may be designed to be particularly attractive to a specific group of

enlistees , defined in terms of the incentives and disincentives to w h i c h

they are responsive.

It Is likel1 tha t most f i r s t — t e r m  enlistees are i n i t i a ll y job—

takers. This Is true of most males In their age group. It is also t r u e

that most of these job—takers will undergo in the following four years a

gradual process of occupational if not career choice. Possibly by the

end of the f i r s t  term, not many will be purely job seekers. Policies

designed to increase the number of reenlistments will have to give much

more weight to the concerns of occupation seekers and career—choosers

than policies aimed at f i r s t  enl is tments  only .

For enlistees whose main mot ivation in enlisting Is a job , pay is
the main incentive. The length of the first enlistment is the main dis-

incentive. By definition, tra in ing f or a skilled occupa tion is not a
major motivation. A cost—effective poli’y to maximiz e the number of

such enlistees would offer high pay , short enlistment periods, and 1 im—

ited training at best. It would offer no post—service benefits. The

probability that a job—oriented enlistee, if he remains oh—oriented ,

will reenlist ic very low. Therefore job mobility, In a short enlist—

ment period, may not prove cost—effective , even though it would raise

reenlistment rates. On the other hand , since many such enl-Istees will

become concerned with occupational skills and a career during their

L ~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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e n l i s t m e n t  period .

For enl i st ees  whose main interest is In acquIring a valu able

skill , by contrast with the job—takers, the main incentive is assured

access to skill t ra in ing and exper ience . High s ta r t ing  pay Is not im-

por tant , and a long enlistment period ( fou r  years)  is not as serious a

deter rent  as it Is fo r  the job—taker .  In f ac t  a good par t  of t h i s  pe r iod

will be spent in acquiring skills and in obtaining some experience In the

skills for which the enlistee was trained . Some such enlistees know ex-

actly what they want, and their enlistment decision is contingent on as—

surance that they will obtain the skit? training they desire. Others  -ir e

engaged In the process of occupational choice. For them , mobility within

the Navy , a f fo rd ing  them the oppor tun i ty  to learn b y experience about

d i f f e r e n t  kinds of occupations and jobs , will  Increase their  propensI ty

to enlist, and to reenlist. But they will prefer training and occupa-

tional experience with close civilian counterparts. Since a~quisition

of occupational skills and experience will increase their job options

and earning power in the civilian economy , their earnings prospects

during a second term will be a major consideration. Post—service educa-

tional training benefits earned during their first term will be a strong

Inducemen t not to reenlist.

It is expected that job atsi occupational mobility within the first

term of enlistment will increase reenlistment. The reasoning is twofold:

first, simulation of preferred behavior as evidenced by civilian labor

market behavior of the same age—group will reduce dIssatisfaction with  a

lengthy term of enlistment; second, with regard to occupational changes

in particular, it is expected that the enlistee will be more content with

the second occupation than with the first. This expectation in turn may

be based on two assumptions: that the enlistee has some say in the de-

cision to change occupations , and that decision—makers take into accoun t

the enlistee’s talents and interests in making occupational changes.

It was possible to test this hypothesis with regard to oceupa—

tional Change within the first term, for four—year enlistees entering

— 11 —
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the Navy in 1968. I n f o r m a t i o n  was a v a i l a b l e  on the number of NECa for

each enlistee. Enlistees with two or more NECs had a reenlistment prob-
ability of 0.31, whe reas, those with one or less had a reenlistment
probability of 0.21. By this crude measure of occupationa l mobility in

the Navy, those who change occupations have a 50 percent greater prob-

ability of reenlistment than those who do not.

The caret~r—oriented are those who have already settled on an occu—

pation, or who are not concerned about it. They take a long view, being
concerned with the longer—term prospects in the Navy and vis—a—vis civil-

ian life. For career—choosers, rank and promotion opportunities are the

major consideration. initial pay is of secondary importance, and long

enlistment terms are not a serious deterrent. Post—service benefits

available immediately after the first term are not a strong attraction .

Training opportunities are relevant in terms of promotion and a career

rather than as steps toward occupational choice, and skills with close

civilian alterna t ives are of less importance than for the occupat i on—

seeker. Whereas the first enlistment is commonly a job choice, reenlist-

ment Is typically a career choice. This follows from the fact that

typically it implies a minimum of eight years service in the Navy, and

from the fact that a very high proportion of second—term enlistees re-

enlist for additional terms.

It was also possible to test the hypothesis that rank is Important

apart from pay as a factor in reenlistment decisions. Although limita-

tions preclude arriving at a numerical value, it is clear that a t t a in—

ment of rank E—5 is an important factor in reenlistment after allowing

for pay. Attainment of rank E—4, on the other hand, appears to have

little or no effect on reenlistment rates.1° E—4 is the typical rank

for enlistees completing their first term, whereas E—5 represents an

above—average attainment.

The importance of occupational, and possibly career, choice In
reenlistment is reflected not just in rank attainment, but in occupa-

tional skills acquired. After allowing for the ratio of civilian to

Navy pay by occupation, it was found that cost of training in the Navy

with lengt h e  :a :~ in g) Wa S h~~~~~~~~ighly
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11lect ed occupations. it is assumed tha t  t hose who h ave undergone cost I y
training are much more likely to have settled on an occupation than those

whose training was brief and cheap. In this particular report, the ratio

of civilian to Navy occupational compensation did not prove to be a sig—

nif leant variable in explaining reenlistment rates. A further test,

• using the presence or absence of VRB, was attempted . The reasoning was

that VRB represents an expectation of a sizeable increase in pay during

the second term, and a reduction in pay during a third term. The job—

oriented enlistee would therefore reenlist for a second term, but would

be less likely than non—VRB enlistees to reenlist for a third term.

(Whereas cost of training indicates occupational characteristics, re—

sponse to VRB indicates enlistee motivation.) Thus one would expect a

positive relation between VRB and first reenlistment , but a negative

relation between VRB and career reenlistment. This proved to be the

ca8e, although the first relation was not statistically significant,

whereas the second was very significant.’2

Finally, the review of findings of labor market behavior of young

males sheds light on the high reenlistment rate of enlistees with depen—

dents. The assumption that the dependent—related benefits are the main

factor implies a concern primarily with the ratio of civilian to Navy

pay, and this would be less favorable for those receiving dependent—
related benefits in the Navy than for those not receiving such benefits.

But the dominant role of relative pay in turn assumes that enlistees with

dependents are primarily job—seekers in making a reenlistment decision.

Although no study has distinguished between single and married young

males out of school in terms of their occupational and career commit-

ments, it is plausible to expect that married young males (enlistees

among them) are more likely to have made an occupational if not a career

choice than the single youn~~~~1es (including enlistees). A recent re-

port concludes that dependent—related benefits are not a major factor in

explaining the higher reenlistment rates among enlistees who have addi-

tional dependents.13 
Like their civilian counterparts, enliatees with

dependents a’e more security conscious, more work oriented, more willing
to make long term commitments, less prone to quit, to take risks, and by

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~i
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Implication to leave the Navy, than single enlistees, quite apart from

d i f f e r en t ial pay and benef i ts .

A final indirect test of the en 1i~~tee decision model is possible

by examining the number of enlistments and of reenlistments over recent

years. The malt, change in enlistment inducements has bcen large in—

creases in Navy pay , in particular the increase of November 1971. cince

training options attractive to occupation choosers have remained essen—

tially uncha~tged , presumably the additional enlistees attracted by pay

increases were primarily job—oriented , and therefore would be less l ikely

to reenlist than other enlistees. Unfortunately for purposes of resting

this hypothesis, there have been other important changes affec t ing re-

enlistment prohabilities~ the ~n’l of the draft , and th e redtirt ion in t!,r.

probability of going to Viet Nam. -Job—seekers might also be represented

disproportionately among those enlisting in periods of high unemployment.

In sum, fluctuations in number of enlistees are accounted for dispropor—

tionately by job—seekers who are much less likely to reenlist than en—

listees choosing an o’~cupation or deciding on a career. One would ex-

pect therefore that the number of reenlistinents would vary less than the

number of first enlistments four years earlier. Table 2 indicates that

this expectation is borne out. The acid test however, will have to wait

for data on reenlistments in 1975 and 1976, which will reflec t the de—

cisions of those who were induced to enlist by the large pay increase

effective in November 1971, when neither Viet Nam nor draft pressure

were any longer major factors in enlistment decisions. The only possible

significant disturbing Influence would be the high unemployment rates in

1975 and in 1976, which would encourage reenlistment.

-
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TAhI.I-: ‘

Navy Enl istments and Fir?;t Reenllstments

F? 1960—1974

First—Term Reenli stments

1960 91

1961 94

1962 107

1963 85

1964 95 15.8

1965 94 
15.9

1966 143 15.5

1967 - 101 15.1

1968 123 12.7

1969 147 12.5

1970 100 12.8

1971 79 13.3

1972 89 17.1
V 

1973 126 17.9

1974 102 18.2

Source: Selected Manpower Statistics, Department of Defense for first

enlistments; Navy, Bureau of Naval Personnel, for reenlistments.
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